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Abstract 

 

Scholars from different fields assigned civil society a crucial role in driving social, 

political, and economic changes (Ekiert 2019). Robust civil society can be considered 

a bulwark toward a wide variety of social and political disruptions. Its quality and 

strength constituted a fundamental precondition for a working democratic system. 

This panel aims to stimulate an interdisciplinary discussion on the role of civil society in 

relation to corruption. Traditionally, the “dynamism” of civil society has been central 

to hinder the spread of corruption. It has brought out corruption cases, criticizing 

corrupt officials and institutions. However, there are very frequent cases where civil 

society has not merely denounced and criticised corruption, but also made an effort 

to create an environment resistant to the phenomenon. For example, civil 

participation in decision-making processes can contribute to enhance transparency 

and fairness. It may propose new policies and legislations for better governance 

based on integrity and accountability.  

Nevertheless, civil society has changed profoundly in recent years. New 

organizational and business models are emerged, the citizens' approach to political 

and civic participation has changed and technology introduced different challenges 

and opportunities. We invite paper proposals that reflect on the changing tanking 

place in civil society and their consequences toward corruption.  

How have these changes influenced the role of civil society in the face of corruption? 

The assumption that countries with a developed civil society are less corrupt is still 

valid? What are the features that a civil society should have in order to curb 

corruption? Are there case studies able to show best practices in this regard? The 

discussion of actual examples is welcome but more theoretically oriented proposals 

dealing with different scientific approaches are accepted as well. 

 

To submit a Paper proposal, you need to create a MyECPR account (if you don’t 

already have one) and send the following information to Marco Mazzoni by 9 

February:  

 

• your name, academic affiliation and email address  

• a title for your paper  

• an abstract of up to 500 words  

• 3-8 keywords  
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